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Scope of the Journal 
The aim of this journal is to bring together research papers in different areas of dis- 
crete mathematics, aswell as work pertinenrt, to both pure and applied discrete 
,mathematics. 
Contributions presented to the journal can be research papers, short notes, occasio- 
nal survey articles (not more than one per issue) and possibly research problems. The 
journal will also publish a limited number of book reviews and announcements; a  
well as proceedings of conferences. 
The fields covered by tie journal include: Boolean algebra nd applications, coding 
theory, combinatoa&rl geometries, combinatorics and combinatorial structures, 
computational complexily, discrete aspects 07 mathematical programming and 
operations research, discrete models in biology, discrete probabilities, extremal set 
theory, finite algebras, games, graphs, hypergraphs, integer programming, logic and 
automata, mathematical linguistics, matrices, networks, polyhedra, statistical mecha- 
nics, and related topics. 
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